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Beryllium, columbium, rare earths, tantalum, titanium,

yttrium and zirconium in Uganda

SYNOPSIS

The distribution, occurrence, methods of mining, ore dressing, reserves,

production and planned future exploration eflorts in respect of beryllium

and columbium-tantalum minerals in Uganda are described. The outlook for

increased production of these minerals is good. Uganda produces an

appreciable fraction of the world's beryl and could eventually be a

major pyrochlore producer.

Rare earth, titanium and zirconium mineral distribution and occurrence

are described. There is no production of these minerals at present but

possibilities for their future exploitation and exploration for economic

deposits of them are discussed.

byH. G. Plummer
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Introduction . _ . ■ ."

With regard to' the metals with which the Seminar is dealing only

beryllium, columbium and tantalum ores are produced at present in Uganda

and a discussion of thciie three takes up the "bulk of this paper. However,

the possibilities for the rare-earths, titanium, yttrium and zirconium

occurrences are also discussed*

Mineral deposits in respect of these metals, and others in Uganda,

have all been described in Bulletin ^o,4 ~ "The Mineral Resources of Uganda" -

a publication of the Geological Survey of Uganda (Barnes., 1961) which

compiled facts scattered through the published and unpublished reports of

the Survey. - ' ■

BERYLLIUM

Location of deposits

Fig. 1 shows the location of beryl deposits'- in Uganda. Most of the

beryl mined has been won from the Ankole-kigezi mineral field in the south

west corner of Uganda but some has been produced from Buganda (south-central

Uganda). Though other beryllium minerals are known (euclase, bertrandito

and phenacite) they have not been found in commercial quantities. Some

beryl occurrences are also known in Karamoja (north-eastern Uganda).

Geological Environment

Beryl is won almost entirely from pegmatites. In Ankole and Kigeai

these pegmatites occur in the schistose aurole surrounding the post-

Karagwe-Ankolean granites. Gome are known to be emplaced in granite.

The Karagwe-Ankolean group is composed mainly of mudstones, shales,

phyllites or schists with quartzites, congolomerates and sandstones of

Pre-Cambrian age. Almost all deposits are within a mile of known granite

contacts. The Buganda pegmatites are emplaced in rocks of the Buganda

Series (phyllites and mica schists with quartzites) except for one deposit

in granite gneiss*
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The "bodies carrying the beryl are complex acid pegmatites of

irregular and generally lenticular shape. They contain coarse

microcline, albite, quartz and musccvite as major constituents,

Lepidolite and arablygonite are important in some pegmatites. Minor

constituents include apatite, tantalitte, columbite, cassiterite,

manganite %nd tourmaline* Most pegmatites are kaolinized to some

extent, especially the soda felspars, due to hydrothermal alteration,

which obviously is an aid to exploitation.

Gallaher (1959) provisionally classified the pegmatites in Southern

Rhodesia and South West Uganda according to characteristics of size,

mineralogy and internal zoning as follows:-

"1- Sodium-lithium pegmatites composed essentially of sodium

felspars, lithium minerals and quartz. They are usually

large (average width 60 ft. and 1,000 ft. length) minera-

logically and zonally complex, and contain "beryl in sodium

felspar-quartz-mica pegmatites in the intermediate or wall

zones.

2. Potassium-sodium pegmatites composed cf felspars quartz

and muscovite, They are usually of mcderately large size

(average width 40 ft.)* Quartz cores are commonly sur-

. . surrounded "by potassium felspar—musoovite pegmatites

and beryl occurs in albite-muscovite pegmatite forming

intermediate or wall zones,

3. Sodium pegmatites of small or moderately large size

(average width 30 ft.). Beryl occurs in albite at

the edges of massive quartz units or cores and in

wall zones of albite muscovite pegmatite.

4« Potassium pegmatites of small or moderately large size.

Beryl occurs in small amounts in potassium felspar

adjacent to quartz units and in muscovite-rich border

zones.

5. A few unimportant pegmatites of unusual mineralogical

types are also known"o
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This classification is expanded considerably in the references
given-

The most important pegmatites of south-west Uganda are of the

potassium-sodium type.

In many of the presently known bodies rough zoning, tending to be

obscured by the kaolinization, has been observed - wall and intermediate

zones and one or more quartz cores. Beryl may occur throughout a pegmatite

but is usually more abundant in one particular zone in each individual

deposit, e.g. close to the quartz core contact or close to hanging or

foot-wall contacts. It is possible that beryl pegmatites with strong

quartz cores have tended to be those discovered so far because they out

crop well. In future a greater proportion of less-strongly quartz-cored

pegmatites may be discovered under obscuring overburden.

Certain cassiterite-bearing quartz muscovite veins also bear beryl.

At Mwirasandu Tin Mine (operational 1927-56), which has been Uganda's

largest tin producer (5,750 tons^ concentrates = about half total Uganda
production to date) work by the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority

(Wade, I960) showed that approximately 850,000 short tons of slimes and

gravel tailings carried 0.044* BeO, equivalent to about 4,400 short tons

of beryl. The tailings being- the result of crushing, the beryl contained

therein is now in a fine state and therefore would require an economic

flotation method to recover it. It is evident that given present day

prices for beryl when the mine was working, beryl could have been hand-

picked before crushing and formed a valuable by-product. Other tin

properties investiaged contained beryl but grades are calculated to be

much lcwer.

The beryl ore

Within preferred zones in the pegmatites, beryl may be widely dis

seminated or concentrated in pockets. Large pockets of several hundreds

of pounds weight have been won adjacent to cores.

Footnote; ' •

1/ Tons in this report means long tons unless otherwise stated.
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Form of the crystals is variable witi* subhedral and massive varieties

"being .predominant. Euhedral hexagonal prisms can be found however in a

large number of deposits. The more common colours are biscuit, off-white

and brown but pale green is often seen. Translucent pink and pale "blue

varieties are known but none of the gemstones occur for the crystals are

cracked and fractured. Yellow is xhe common colour in Buganda. Beryl can

easily be mistaken for quartz or felspar and miners have been encouraged

to.send any suspect minerals to the Geological Survey for identification.

The use of the Simple Quinalizarin Test-^for beryllium has also been

demonstrated to miners so that they may carry out the test themselves

in the field. This led to greater recognition of the mineral and more

discoveries by miners during the I96O-64 beryl boom in Uganda.

Analyses of 22 samples of different pure.Uganda beryls cleaned free

of impurities give an average BeO content of 12.7$ (range 11.7#-13«5#)

(Gallaher, 1963). The work also indicated that beryls from lithium-

mineral pegmatites may be expected to have lower than average BeO contents.

By applying the beryllium assays in this work to the beryllium grades

determined for individual deposits with due regard to pegmatite type,

conversion of beryllium grades to beryl tonnage can be made with greater

accuracy.

l/ Footnote for Quinalizarin Test

The test is aa follows:

1. A small pea-sized fragment of the mineral is crushed to as fine

a state as possible in a mortar and placed in a test tube together

with 2 or 3 pellets of KOH and 2 drops of water.

2. The sample is fused over a convenient heat source for 1 to 2 minutes.

3. Fill to three-quarters a second test tube with water, and add a

few tiny grains of the quinalizarin reagent and in addition 3

.pellets of KOH,

4. When the fusion obtained from (l) and (2) is cool add water to
the fusion to half fill the test tube and shake.

5. Take a third test tube and half fill with water only.

6. The reagent solution prepared in (3) is now added, half to the
first test tube and half to the third test tube. Colours are

compared. If the mineral is beryl a cornflower or deep sky

blue colour is obtained- If quartz or felspar the solution

remains a purple colour as will the blank test in the third

test tube.
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By-products

The most usual by-product of "beryl mining is columbite-tantalite.

At one time the situation was reversed but it is only the rare deposit

which could be worked only for columbite-tantalite at present, A very

few predominantly—beryl deposits also produce cassiterite. A few hundred

"tons of amblygonite have been produced but it is low-priced and has to be

transported a long way to the coast so that it is hardly economic, even if

produced as a by-product from large pockets in the course of beryl mining.

Many pegmatites could produce good kaolin if a market was available. Some

dumps contain substantial amounts of good unaltered felspar suitable for

ceramics purposes, some of which may be exploited in the near future as a

new ceramics industry is currently being set up near Uganda1^ main city,

Kampala. Some rose quartz, used for ornamental purposes, has also been

won from one pegmatite.

Mining methods and ore dressing

Workings are usually by open—cut along the preferred zone of the

pegmatite to a depth of 60-80 ft. Some, in the case of the richer deposits,

proceed beyond this depth by winzing—down and cross—cutting. In some . .

instances drilling and blasting equipment has been used but in the majority

of deposits simple hand tools are sufficient for excavation work, at least

in the upper levels of deposits. Very little water, if any, is required,

no concentration machinery is needed and local labour tends to be low paid

as there is little other work to do in the outlying districts.

The ore is'handpicked and workmen soon obtain an almost instinctive

recognition of beryl at their own particular deposits even if it is of the

same aspect as the quartz or felspar and smeared with dirt. The bagged

product usually assays 10-11% BeO but higher assays are not rare. 10% is

usually the minimum acceptable to overseas buyers.

These simple methods of working make beryl minirg suitable for local

small—operators who have but limited capital.
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Reserves and grade

The methods of working have made assessment of grade of excavated

deposits difficult; and "because handpicking- is used and also "because much

(perhaps more than 5Op) fine "beryl is left in dumps. Overall grade of

deposits in Ankole range from 0.03% to 0.05% BeQ and in Kigezi from 0.05%

to 0.06% BeO (Job, 1967)? "but deposits are usually selectively mined and

average value of ejccavated ground is certainly higher. The Report by Working

Party No. 5 ~ Minerals and Mining — of the Second 5—Year Development Plan,

Uganda, 1966-71 states that there is no overall escimate of beryl left in

the ground but that it is at least seven times that already mined, i.e. more

than 26,000 tons of beryl.

However, the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority made assessments

of pegmatites in south-west Uganda from 1958-60 and some of their main

results are listed below:

G.C.Wade, i960* At Mwirasandu Mine the gravel and slime dumps were

estimated to contain 850,000 short tons at 0.046% BeO

equivalent to approximately 4*400 tons beryl. The

solid rock reserves were estimated at 2,148,849 short

tons at 0.008% BeO equivalent to 1,910 short tons of

Beryl.

J.G.C. Lister, 196I: At Bitaku Mine 16,300 tons at 0.014% BeO

equivalent to 21 tons of beryl were estimated in

eluvials. The pegmatites were calculated to contain

3,220 tons/ft, of depth at a grade of 0.033% BeO or

about 1,900 tons beryl to standard depth. Lister

states, "The main deposits of the Dwata area are

Kazumu and Bitaku mines. Together they provide

800,000 short tons at a grade of 0.029% BeO. To

this tonnage may be added the Bwongiro deposit

giving a total of 1,400,000 tons." However, for

cost of mining with regard to what may constitute

ore see Morgan (1959) below. Production from this

mine since i960 has been<5 tons beryl.
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J.G.C.Lister, 1961: Ish.fa.sha Mine - reserves here are given ass

Grade Short tons Tons "beryl to

% BeO per foot standard

BeO depth depth"

a) Swarm of pegma

tites examined

■ during preliminary

examination 0.O54 17,8 68;567

"b) Pegmatite No.9

selected for

surface

assessment 00 07& 3.3 12,325

c) Selected zone

of pegmatite 0.306 9.5

. ^standard

depth = -g-

strike length

Production froivi this mine since i960 has "been 45 "tons

"beryl.

J.G.C.Lister, I96I: Bulema Mine. The four pegmatites: of the main

"body having a total strike length of 1,135 feet with

an average width of 42 feet have an average grade of

0.048% BeO giving an inferred reserves figure of 2,290

short tons "beryl* However, occasional high grade

sections occur along the body. Production from this

mine since I960 has "been 175 -tons beryl. -

D.A.0.Morgan, 1959: At Kazunru Mine indicated and inferred reserves

were given as 49OjOOO short tons at 0.027$ BeO grade

equivalent to about 790 short tons beryls But for

the whole deposit to be economically workable it was

considered a price of 2,100/- per unit BeO would be

required. If the price was about 800/- per unit

37,000 short tons would "be available containing 65-70

short tons of beryl. At a price of 250/- per unit only

7,400 short tons would be available by selective mining

for a yield of 14 tons beryl. Production from this

1 " mine since i960 has been< 5 tons berylo
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The above example (Morgan's work) can no doubt "be applied to many

of Uganda's "beryl deposits. Economically viable reserves would expand

greatly as prices were raised, whereas at present many must b^ selectively

mined. In this context it is probable that an economically viable flotation

method to recover fine beryl, if forthcoming ard of relatively low capital

cost, would enable less selective mining to be carried on as a greater

proportion of contained beryl would be recovered than by handpicking.

This would thus increase economically viable reserves considerably

including possibly making ore of numerous dumps containing fine beryl.

It would "be an even more successful method if the machinery was fairly

simply transferred from one mine to another.

The above assessments made by the United Kingdom Atomic Energy

Authority have indicated reserves of about 80,000 short tons of beryl

in Ankole and Ki^ezi in those prospects examined so far, with approximately

70,000 at Ishasha Mine. Although this may seem to conflict with the

estimate that 26,000 tons are left in the ground, given elsewhere, it

must be realised that an appreciable proportion of the 80,000 short tone

will not be economically extractable unless a suitable price is obtainable.

The 26,000 tons relates to reserves in the 200/- to 400/- per unit 3eO

range.

Marketing

The beryl produced is- either disposed of to the British Metal

Corporation which has a buying depot at Kikagati in south—west Uganda

or to other overseas buyers who use Ugandan merchant companies as agents

or contact other producer/dealers direct. Prices are close to the London

quoted price, f.o.b. Mombasa.

Production

Table I shows the exports of beryl from Uganda to October, 1967.

None is consumed locally.,
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Table 1 - Exports of Beryllium Ore

Exports as

Tons (long) Value (t) Percentage of
world production

No exports rep

18 a

3,6

No

11,7
39*0

33.0

16 u0

No

No

32,5
29-0

138.0

96,4

74a

17ia

381,5
871.0

1,063*0

341*0

424-5
268a

221c 2

310,0

4,616 a

exports

" 1,

exports

exports

6,
4,

16,

14.

9,

8,
2O5

45,.
102,

135?
26,

34;

21,

19 ^
32,

505:

orted

394

79

853

945

859
760

510

200

788

470

144
308

936

451

037

699

■ 599
,210

,174
552

-550

.518

3-3$
8,3/0

ll.Ofo

5-Ofc

10.0$

' 5-9%
•7

(provisional)

Pre-1944

1944

1945
1946

1947
1948

1949
1950

1951
1952

1953

1954

1955
1956

■ 1957
. 1958

1959
' • -■ i960

1961

1962

■ 1963

1964

1965
1966

Jan-Oct. 1967

Ifwillbe noted that in the record year 1962 the 1,063 tons exported

constituted some 13$ of the world's production} which made Uganda the

second largest producer, after Brazil., for .that year.

Though "beryl was first worked in the late 1930's appreciable

production only "began in i960 when miners started taking an interest

in the mineral and began recognising beryl in the field. Interest was

also stimulated by the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority's
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assessment work.on "beryl deposits. Interest in beryl waned in Uganda,

as in the world, between 1964-66 due to decreasing world demand and

prices. A contributory reasons also was that the tin price was high

at this time and the miners naturally concentrated, on this metal. The

appreciable price rise of beryl during 1967 has again stimulated

interest and signs of increased prospecting, activity are evident, which

the Survey Department plans to actively support. (See "Exploration Efforts"

below). From January to October, 1967 310 tons of beryl had been exported

compared with 221 tons exported for the whole of 1966. Given the stimulus

of sustained reasonable prices - about 300/- per unit BeO) or £180 sterling

per ton for 12% BeO contained "beryl product - it is considered that Uganda

could sustain production of 1,000 tons beryl or more per annum as presently

known deposits are widespread and'"many deposits await discovery.

Outlook and

Besides prospecting being stimulated by recont high prices the Survey

has received considerable enquiry from overseas buyers. It appears some

would like to pre-empt large supplies (of the order of 500 tons/annum) for

many years ahead. It :.g likely that availability of supply may be becoming

a more important conpidorsitior. +ha:- price. In this context the recent

breakthroughs in beryllium tecnnolo&r would indicate a steadily rising

demand for the metal. There is news fron manufacturers of decreasing

prices fjr beryllium metal as greater production rates lower unit costs,

but this should ensure increased usage of the metal and therefore increased

demand and prices fo:,- beryl. The price of beryl is, of course, small compared

with the production cost of the metal or fabricated beryllium products.

Given this ouxlook and the expectation that prospecting will reveal

many new pegmatite bodies in Uganda the Geological Survey, and Mines Depart

ment has plans to foster beryl production as follows.

1• Advice to Miners

A geologist is available at Mbarara to whom miners can turn for

advice when needed. The geologi&t would, if necessary, briefly visit new
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prospects to advise the miner on pitting or trenching work and give advice

on mining- the deposit. If the deposit warranted, it is intended to use a

portable field beryllium detector (beryllometer) and geochemical soil

sampling to define the richer beryl zones within the pegmatite. A small

paper explaining the occurrence of beryl and the signs to look for has

already been pent to miners. Their attention has been turned to the over-

burden-obscured ground adjacent to existing mines. Indications to look for

in the overburden which Liay point to beryl-bearing pegmatites include

muscovite float, amblygonite, broken quartz runs or columbite/tantalite

(however Email in amount in residual gravels).

2. Government prospecting

Debnam and Webb (i960) indicated the applicability of geochemical

stream sediment sampling to the Ishasha area in Uganda. It is intended to

apply this method to wider areas in the Ishasha-Rukungiri region and other

suitable selected areas to search for new beryllium-rich terrains. If

successful, closer follow-up work using geochemical soil sampling grids to

locate beryl pegmatites within the anomalous terrains will be used. From

Debnam and VJebb's work stream sediment Be values can be expected to be in

the 0-2 ppm range for background and anomalous up to 15 ppm. For soil

sampling background would be 0~4 ppm and anomalous values 10-150 ppm or

more. Whereas Lebnam and Webb used a chemical method of attack the Survey

will use a spectrograph for analyses? the spectrogruph method is considered

to be sensitive to 2 ppm on Be, as would be required.

It is considered that close soil sampling of prospects,

especially if prospects are not greatly churned up b^ scattered workings,

would indicate the richest sections of pegmatites and thus greatly reduce

the pitting and. trenching required before working started. The "beryllometer"

would be used also in prospect appraisal to delineate most-favourable areas*

However, the beryllometer will be especially of use, after soil sampling

has indicated the richer sections of the pegmatite to open up, to then

determine which zone of the pegmatite carries the best grade of beryl.

To be kindly loaned by the Atomic Energy Division of the

Institute of Geological Sciences, U.K.
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Thereafter mining and exploration-excavation work can be virtually confined

to that zone in that particular pegmatite complex. Calculating average

grade of the whole pegmatite is not considered to be so immediately

important as rapidly locating economically-workable sections of pegmatites.

The above x-Tork will be carried out bearing in mind that K-Na and

tfa-Li pegmatites are likely to be the best targets in Uganda. Also the

guides that Gallaher's classification of pegmatites (reported above) give

for locating the beryl-rich zones will be of value.

COLUftiBIUfo (NIOBIUM) AND TANTALUM

Location of depositc

Fig. 2 shows the location of columbium and tantalum minerals in Uganda,

The main producing areas coincide with the main beryl-producing areas in

south-west Uganda for the ores are mainly produced as a by-product of beryl

mining from pegmatites? the mineral produced is cclumbite-tantalite. Small

quantities have heen won from Buganda pegmatites. A prospect in south-east

Uganda comprising disseminated columMte-tantalite in a granite gneiss is

now being investigated.

Pyrochlore is found associated with carbonatite complexes in eastern

Uganda and there have been small amounts'produced during minoral dressing

trials on the Sukulu depcsit, which is a large potential producer, but no

commercial production has yet begun.

Microlite occurs in beryl pegmatites with columbite-tantalite in

Kigezi but little is now produced. Mnganotantalite was found in river

alluvials in northern Ankole but little production resulted. The occurrenos

of bismutotantalite in a pegmatite in Buganda was.the subject of detailed

exploration but without success in defining a workable deposit.

Geological environment and the ore

The columbite-tantalite,and microlite ores are found in pegmatites

which were described under this heading in respect of beryllium deposits(q.v.
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Barnes (l96l) has described the,, ores as follows, "Columbite-tantalite occurs'
either in pockets (sometimes containing over 100 lb. mineral) or as discrete

and scattered grains and blebs throughout the ore bodies. The position of

both pockets and finely distributed ere bear no definite relationship to

the pegmatite as a whole though the pockets have a tendency to be closer

■to the core than to the edge. Euhedral crystals are rare and the mineral

is usually anhedral, bladed or tabular.

The proportion of columbium to tantalum in the mineral varies consider

ably even in one deposit. Many varieties contain a small proportion of

fergusonite and are sufficiently radioactive for pockets to be located by
ratemeter,

Microlite occurs with beryl and columbite-tantalite in a few pegmatites

both disseminated and as pockets of up to 100 lb. weight, which, as

the mineral is noticeably radioactive, may frequently, be detected by rate-
tmeter. It usually contains 70£ Ta 0 and up to 4% U,0 ».

^ 5 3 8

At Lumino (south-east Uganda) columbite-tantalite is found'disseminated

in leucocratic acid granite gneiss. Nearby the Lunyo soda-granite also

carries columbite-tantalite. Concentrates from crushing and washing the

Lumino occurrences show interesting amounts of columbite-tantalite,

cassiterite, zircon, rutile, thorite and its alteration .product thorogummite.

This mineralized granite gneiss body is at present being investigated and

was defined hy geochemical soil sampling. Attention was drawn.to it by

anomalous tin values over an area about 6,000 ft. long by 300 to 1,500 ft.

wide.. The-few analyses presently available indicate the proportion of Cb 0 :

Nb2O5 is 311. Laboratory Report 24,927 (Geological Survey) by P.H.Nixon 5

states: ".The association of columbium-bearing granite gneiss with the eastern

alkaline volcanic field (the large Sukulu pyrochlore deposit is only 15 miles

to the-north-east) may not be fortuitous. It is now known that alkaline

activity has been intermittently active since lower Palaeozoic times in the

area and it could be that columbite at ■ Lunyo is a Pre-Cambrian"("?'" and depth)

expression of pyrochlore at the more reoant centres".
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Pyrochlore is potentially the most important columbium mineral in

Uganda. It occurs disseminated in several carbonatites but Sukulu is the

most important locality. Here pyrochlore occurs in deep residual soils

derived from degradation of the c&rbonatite plug by means of natural solution

of the calcium carbonate. Intensive exploration (Mackay and Schnellmann,

1952/53) included assessment by means of drilling, pitting, sampling and

analysis. Asoociated minerals of economic importance are apatite, magnetite,

zircon,and barytes. This accumulation of minerals with limcnite, olay minerals

(about 10-15%) and very minor fractions consisting of■ quartz, ilmenite,rutile,

anatase and ether rarer minerals, occurs to an average depth of about 70 feet

but depths of more than 220 feet are found.

Mining methods and ore dressing

The methods for mining columbite-tantalite and microlite from pegmatites

are of course the same as for those for beryl mining. Handpicking is

employed when the ores occur as pockets with simple washing and concentration

in pans where the ore is more disseminated. Hand washing and panning 13 also

used where ores occur in residual gravels over or in eluvial deposits adjacent

to pegmatites. Only in a few cases is a jig employed, as where) cassiterite

also occurs. The jig product may be S3parated by handpicking or by nagnetio

. separator. One miner hires out' the latter equipment to miners who have mixed

columbite-tantalite-cassiterite concentrates.

Mining at Sukulu is a relatively simple operation, the deep residual

deposits being easily amenable to large excavating and earth-moving machinery.

The present apatite production is being expanded considerably to produce

65,000 tons of triple super-phosphate per annum and the pyrochlore-magnetite-

zircon bearing tailings are thus available for treatment if suitable ore

dressing methods are forthcoming. The pyrochlore deposits have been the

subject of considerable ore dressing test work to discover economically

viable methods of separating out the pyrochlore. Warren Springs Laboratories,

U.K.. are currently, engaged on the latest attempt . A route involving apatite

flotation fallowed by petroleum sulphonate flotation of the heavies with a

view to subsequent acid leaching to eliminate iron leaving a pyroohlore/

Footnote .%

1 This study will cost £10,000 largely financed under U.K, Technical
Aid.
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zircon concentrate for separation is being considered. It is the fine size

of the pyrochlore which causes difficulties in beneficiation. Pyrochlore

is rarely above 50 mesh size and about 45% is less than 10 microns.

Reserves and grade

Reserves of columbite-tantalite and mior^lite in pegmatites are not

known but no large deposits are thought to exist. However, columbite-

tantalite production will doubtless expand as b«ryl production increases.

At Lumino the broad-scale dissemination in granite gneiss doubtless

represents large reserves but whether or not of economic grade is the subject

of a current prospecting programme (q.v. below). The Lunyo granite, a few

miles away, is stated as carrying 0.05 to 0.1% columbite, the associated

gneisses 0.1 to 0.2$ and the aplites and pegmatites up to 0.5% (von Knorring,

I960).

Reserves and grade of the Sukulu deposits are given bslow with those

of other economic minerals present because presence of several possible

products could lower unit costs for the exploitation of any one.

Measured, indicated and inferred reserves in soils total 202 million

tons (measured = 130 million tons) containing an average of 0.20$ Fbo0 , i.e.

0.4°/o pyrochlore , 36 million tons magnetite and 13.1% P^CV (= 30% apatite).

Up to 0.25% 2rO2 also occurs in the form of zircon and baddeleyite. The best

area containing 13 million tons averages 14-7% PpOu and O.26?o FbpO,.. - (Mackay

and Schnellmann, 1952/53)* The Sukulu reserves contain approximately

1,700,000,000 lbs. of pyrochlore which repreRents over 100 times the total

world production of columbium-tantaluro concentrates for 1965,

This deposit is excellently situated very close to a railway and larg*

hydro-electric sources of power arc available*

Footnote :

Compare the Oka deposits? grade = approximately 0*8% pyrochlore, reserves
= 3«45 million tons. This, however, is in hard rock mining.
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Marketing

The British Metal Corporation Limited maintains an ere buying agency

at Kikagati in south-west Uganda where small or large lots of columbite-

tantalite concentrate are purchased and cash advances can be auiokly obtained-

The corporation transports concentrates to Kampala by road and thence to the

coast by rail. However, when market are depressed concentrates may be

difficult to sell-

Should large scale production of pyrochlore from Sukulu become viable,

under the present supply/demand situation for pyrochlore it would doubtless

lie advisable to attempt to obtain a long term oontract(s) for the supply of

concentrate to a large overseas buyer(s).

Production

Table 2 below lists the exports to October, I967 from Uganda of

columbium and tantalum concentrates, mainly columbite-tantalite.

Table 2 - Exports of Columbium and Tantalum concentrates

Pre-1936

1936-49
1950

1951
1952

1953

1954

1955
1956

1957
1958

1959
I960

1961

1962

1963

1964
1965
I966

To Oct. 1967

Totals

Tons

'So exports

110.4
5,0

8,4
4,0

10.5

13^5

U-3

4*4
2.0

3.5
008

2.3

3 = 0

9.1

5-7

6.2

14^8

11,6

13*6

243.6

Value (2

2.6.778

2,537
7,500

4,873
15,506

24,300

15,259
3,812

4,460

2,930

556

2,300

2,224

16,039

4,903

7,083

9,689

11,356

8,530

172,635
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Colura"bite--tantalite production will rise as "beryl production increases

"but production from pegnatites in Uganda will not reach more than a email

fraction of world production-. There is> however,, the potentiality of. large

production from Sukulu given ore dressing difficulties can "be overcome.

Exploration efforts

The known carbonatite complexes of Uganda offer good targets for

mineral exploration effort and the Geological Survey has started a long term

programme of search over them and it hopes to intensify this programme in

the coming years if resources permit. One of the minerals worthy of

particular attention is pyrochlore. The "basis of exploration will be by

geochemical stream sediment and soil grid sampling supported by 1:50,000

mapping over the complexes and follow-up pitting; augering, geophysical work

and drilling, where warranted. Magnetite and ratemeter surveys to locate

pyrochlore concentrations do not appear to be directly successful elsewhere

except to indicate primary "banding or structures in the carbonatite complex.

No special exploration programme for columbite—tantalite ores in

pegmatites is planned, "but doubtless our "beryl exploration programme, if

successful, will also reveal new columbite-tantalite pegmatite deposits.

Within beryl pegmatites 1a ^meters could be useful to indicate columbite-

tantalite or microlite pockets.,

In the past an examination of the alluvials for columbite-tantalite

ores in valleys draining the mineralized granite gneiss at Lumino and the

Lunyo granite showed no economically worthwhile deposits to be presentc Work

now centres on finding the approximate grade of the "bedrock, initially, to

determine whether more detailed work is warranted* A pitting programme is

in progress to examine, crush and pan overburden and "bedrock in the field

to obtain concentrates. Also^ one ton "bedrock samples from five localities

over the mineralized zone will "be treated by the Survey Headquarters ore

dressing section to obtain heavy concentrates. These will "be examined and

grades estimated in respect of the economic minerals present particularly

columbite-tantalite and cassitorite. If grades are sufficiently interesting

in the context of amount of possible reserves a large overseas company has

indicated its interest in mounting a fuller assessment programme.
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RAKE EARTHS, YTTRIUM ANL THORIUM

Thorium minerals are included here "because of their association with

the rare earths.

Monazite is widespread in Uganda, probably derived fiom weathering

of granites. Near Kalapata (north—east Uganda) monazite is found in quartz

rutile ilmenite nodules in biotite gneiss and also occurs in a nearby

alluvial. It contains 11$ ThO9 but content of rare-earth is not known.

Monazite also occurs in fine grained granite dykes at Mpuywi, and in

alluvials at Buhwezu (Western Province) where ThO content is low.

However, the latter monazite occurrences were recently investigated in

Buhvezu interest being centred on its europium o^ntent. Certain monazite

samples were found by Mr. J. Deans, Institute of Geological Sciences, to

contain equivalent of 7 lbs. europium oxide per ton of monazite. The

result of this investigation was that monazite does not occur in sufficient

quantities to be of economic interest though it might be if produced as a

by-product of alluvial gold mining. Gold mining in the area, though, has

been shut down now for a number of years, the alluvials having been worked

out. Thus there are no known exploitable monazite deposits in Uganda.

A fluocerite occurrence at Mpuywi (Mubende District) in pegmatite was

investigated but no economic mineralization was located. Specimens of this

mineral contained over 41% CepO and 39% La 0 .

Euxenite is probably the most commonly found uranium—bearing mineral

in Uganda. Many pegmatites in Buganda, Ankole and Kigezi contain it but

in traces only. Analyses of their rare earth content have not been made.

In Toro (Western Uganda), however, several hundred pounds were reoovered

from the margin of a large quartz body associated with quartz mica pegmatite

but no economic quantity is indicated. The mineral contains 11$ U On and

from 10-23$ YgO •

The yttrium phosphate xenotine has been identified at two localities

in alluvials and one in float but no worthwhile deposits are indicated.
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An unknown yttrium phosphate occurs associated "with complex lithium—

manganese-iron phosphates of the purpurite-heterusite type in certain

pegmatites in Ankole.

Most of the above information is found in Barnes (1961), That

publication goes on to suggest that though of the rare—earth localities

mentioned above none are significant, they at least suggest possible centres

for the search for the rare—earths should the need arise.

Thorite is found in various localities but is only present in signi

ficant quantities in granitic rocks and associated aplites and pegmatites

at Lunyo and Lumino, the mineral being disseminated with cassiterite,

columbite-tantalite, aircon and rutile, as already described. The thorite

is .largely enclosed in magnetite at Lunyo, some specimens containing up to

Ijf ThOp* At Lumino the first concentrates from washing channel samples of

test pits (reduction,= approximately 3,000:1) showed by ratemeter examination

.a content of 0.5% or more ThO (Nixon, 1967)* Bulk samples of bedrock are

being taken for concentrate extraction and examination at the Geological

Survey Headquarters3 as explained under the columbium—tantalum section.

Rare—earth contents will also be investigated.

.Carbonatite complexes often carry relatively high values of rare-eartfcs

and this should obviously be borne in mind during our current programme of

mineral exploration over them. Williams suggests that the pyroxenite zones

of the complex are favourable areas for the occurrence of rare—earths along

with apatite, vermiculite and titaniferous iron ores. These latter minerals

are found in pyroxenites at present being drilled at Surumbusa Hill at Bukusu

oarbonatite complex. This hill is known to also contain knopite and perovskite

and in analyses of the cores attention will be given to the rare—earth contents.

Williams also suggests th^t where deeply eroded carbonatite complexes are

found the zone of the carbonatite close to the underlying nepheline syenites

is favourable for the occurrence of rare-earth concentrations, especially

bastnasite and synchysite.

It is noteworthy that the Sukulu pyrochlore mineral itself contains

2.0^ of the cerium-group earths,
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In recent reconnaissance work in north-east Uganda the occurrenco of

pieces of a black mineral scattered over the crest of a low ridge was noted

but no solid outcrop was seen. The mineral was described (Morton,I967) as

being intermediate in its properties between epidote and orthite in thin

section. Its specific gravity is about 3»6 and it is not radioactive.

Qualitative spectrographic analyses gave 10 to 100% Si, Al and Fe and

1-10% La and Ce. This occurrence is of interest not only for rare-earths

but, if the black mineral derives from a pegmatite, other valuable exotic

minerals may be present. This prospect will be more closely investigated

during 1968,

In conclusion it may be said that though there is no production of

rare—earths at present in Uganda there is obviously no lack of target areas

in which a search for them may prove fruitful.

TITANIUM

Although ilmenite and rutile are well distributed in Uganda they have

not yet been proved to occur in economic concentrations. Certain possibilities

exist, however, regarding titaniferous magnetite bodies associated with the

Bukusu carbonatite complex. The presence of several magnetite deposits with

high and low titanium contents in the Bukusu area is known as a result of

a series of investigations over the last 30 years. Recent magnetic surveys

carried out in connection with detailed investigation of copper-anomalous

areas has indicated the presence of large bodies of magnetite.

As a result of the earlier investigations the following titaniferous

magnetite deposits can be described as follows:

(l) At Namekara Hill a rectangular area roughly half a mile wide

by a mile in length contains 18 million tons of magnetite in

the soil down to a depth of 12 feet (Davies,1956). An average

of six assays on six magnetite samples gave a figure of 13*7$

(2) At Surumbusa Hill 2 million tons of magnetite occurs to a

depth of 12 feet in soil heavily impregnated with iron-ore

(Davies, 1950• A bulk sample of washed magnetite analysed
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!■ 22.^3$ TiOg, Davies states the titaniferous minerals enclosed

consist of knopite and "breakdown products of this - tiny-

crystals of brookite, rutile or anatace. The 22.63$ TiOp

would indicate a knopite admixture up to a maximum of 39$

by weight. The lumps of magnetite are rarely more than six

inches across and the majority of fragments under one inch,

and it appears that washing, crushing and magnetic separation

should prove an inexpensive method of releasing the titaniferous

fraction.

Recent drilling in the Surumbusa area has brought up bedrock with

about 20$ magnetite contained. This will be analysed in due course.

Other deposits of lesser-titanium content are known and much

greater tonnages could probably be proved if the need arose, These deposits

may become interesting in the light of improved technology with regard to

electric smelting of titaniferous magnetites. Hydro-electric power is

available from the Owen Palls dam at the source of the Nile at Jinja.

ZIRCONIUM

The best possibilities for.zirconium concentrate production have already

been mentioned with regard to.the Sukulu pyrochlore deposit. 202 million

tons of soil .contain grades up to 0.25$ ZrO and better values may be found

in some sections of the deposit. The zirconium-bearing minerals are zircon

and baddeleyite in. the proportion of about 3:1 (Davies, 1956) though. -. ■

baddeleyite may predominate in some places. High grade concentrates were

produced during pilot plant separation studies of apatite and pyrochlore

but it is not considered working of the deposits for zirconium alone would

be profitable.

Conclusion

There is reason to believe that beryl production will .rise, given

price stability at present (November, 1967) levels, to the 750-1,250. ton/

annum range. A consequential rise in columbite-tantalite production is

anticipated to about 20-30 tons/annum. Prospecting over large low grade
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columbite-tantalite deposits, if successful, would make large-reserves

available, "but investigations are at too early a stage to be optimistic

on this score. Targets for rare-earths search are known and further work

is planned in these areas. Substantial tonnages of titaniferous magnetite

deposits are known and it is considered more could be proved if necessary.

A prerequisite to exploitation of these would be a feasibility study directed

mainly to the metallurgical problems involved and probably more-detailed

reserves assessment. The locality of these deposits is excellently situated

as regards electric power supplies and rail transport (both are within 10

miles). Appreciable amounts of zirconium concentrates could be won from

the Sukulu deposit as a by-product but it is first necessary to solve the

problems of pyrochlore beneficiation to make pyrochlore production- a viable

proposition. Given the latter Uganda could become a major producer of

pyrochlore concentrates.

As a developing country Uganda requires a capable and efficient

organisation to appraise its. mineral resources. During I966, largely in

support of the mineral industry and its mineral appraisal and exploration

activities, the Geological Survey and Mines Department has carried out the

following: 616 assays or examinations in the chemical laboratory, 69?000

determinations for metala in the geocheraical laboratory, 16,500 spectrographio

analyses, more than 900 samples were handled in the Mineral Dressing Section,

830 reports and tests on minerals and rocks in the Petrological Laboratory

and 2,170 thin sections cut, and 211 kilometres of geophysical traverse work.

There is no doubt that the Geological Survey and Mines Department is

able to continue to play an important part in the mineral development of

Uganda•
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List of minerals mentioned in text

Beryllium

and associated minerals

Formula

Beryl Be Al Si. 0 g

Bertrandite Be^ Si 0 (0H)2

Euclase Be Al SiO OH

Phenacite Be^ SiO,

Amblygonite jT*(Li,Na) Al (PO ) (F,OH) J

Lepidclite K Li Al (SiO 01Q) (OH,F)2

Columbiug and Tantalum

and associated minerals

Columbite /V"fFe,Mn) (Cb,Ta)?.0J [isomorphous
Tantalite 1/Z (Fe,Mn) (Ta,^)^ 0^~y f Series

Manganotantalite As for tantalite with Mn:Fe>3sl

Bismutotantaiy;e/]Bi (Ta,C"b)O^7

r"Pyrochlore /^a? Ca Cb? 0. F_/ A Isomorphous Series
1 M lt/^ rt1 -i-A A7fMany elements

(0, OhF)^ ^

may substitute.

Fergusonite/"(Y, Er, Ce, Fe) (Cb,Ta,Ti) 0. 7
4—

Rare earth

and associated minerals

Monazite £ ( Ce,La, Y,Th) (PO ) J7

Suxenite £~ (Y,Ca,Gg, U,Th) (Cb,T

Fluocerite £~ (Ce?LajNd) F 7

Xenotime /J (Y (PO ) J7

Bastnaesite £" (C«,La) (CO^) F J

Synchysite £ (Ce,La) Ca (CO ) F J7

Thorite /^ (Th (s1Oa) -7
Qrthite / (Ca,Fe) (Al,Fe,Ce), (SiO ) (OH) J

(Allanite)
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Titanium

and associated minerals

Rutile

Brookite

Anatase

Perovskite

Kropite

TiO

Polymorphous

TiO

As for Peirovskite "but. rare earths, mainly

Ce? substitutes for Ca up to Ce:Ca = 4*7

Zirconium minerals

Baddnleyite

Zircon

2rOp can contain up to 3% HfO0 by weight

Zr SiO
4
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Fig. I Beryl localities in Uganda

Fig. I Gisements d« beryl dt I'Ougando
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Fig. 2 Columbium-Tontolum mineral* in Uganda

Fig. 2 Giwments de Niobium—Tantale de MOuganda
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